Journalists: Friends and Foes
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• Charge-coupled devices
• Willard Boyle, George Smith at Bell labs

CCD devices
• Photon (particle of light)
hits small metal plate
(part of a capacitor.

• Charge proportional to
intensity of light.

• Charge from each pixel
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each pixel

So they matter!
• How does the story get covered by the press? Guess
where the headlines come from!

• 3 Americans share 2009 Nobel physics prize
• (Associated Press)

• Nobel prize in physics goes to Briton who harnessed

each pixel

• Canadian shares Nobel in physicsWillard S. Boyle, born in
Amherst, N.S., takes the prize with two others for breakthroughs
involving the transmission of light in fibre optics and inventing an
imaging semiconductor circuit

• (Globe and Mail)

• Aharonov not awarded Nobel prize. The Royal Swedish Academy of
Sciences on Tuesday did not award Tel Aviv University professor Yakir
Aharonov with the Nobel Prize in the field of physics.

the power of light.Chinese-born Briton, Charles Kuen Kao, shares

• (Jerusalem Post)

Nobel prize in physics with George Smith and Willard Boyle for
developing optical fibres

• The Toronto Star used the Associated Press to dismiss the 2009 Nobel

• (Guardian)

Physics Award to Canadian Willard Boyd

• No Canadian biographical details available on the science.ca website
• No mention of Boyle's association with the CIAR, located in Toronto.

Journalism first, Science
Second Peter Calamai
• Abdication Coverage (see previous)

E.g. The FoxP2
Gene

• Fatal Flaws A slip so fundamental that it's obvious the
reporters and editors were simply parroting what they had
been told, and had no real understanding of the topic.
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What is FOXP2? Coach K uses it every time he points out an officiating error.
Chris Duhon relies on it when he’s setting up the offense. Opposing teams wish the
Cameron Crazies didn’t have it. Suffice to say, the entire Duke basketball
experience wouldn’t exist without it, which is an impressive statement when you
consider that it is too small to be seen by the naked eye. But what is it? FOXP2 is a
tiny portion of our genetic code that scientists have recently linked to our ability to
speak. We all have it, we all use it, and we’d all be mute without it. Duke’s vocal
offense, which relies on players constantly talking to each other, would fall apart
without FOXP2.
When J.J. Redick yells for the ball before sinking an easy three, he’s using a
plethora of his brain’s resources. As Enard et al. (2002) He requires pinpoint control
of his larynx and mouth of an order unparalleled by any other species (p.1).
According to researchers working at Oxford University and the Max Planck
Institute in A Forkhead-Dominated Gene is Mutated in a Severe Speech and
Language Disorder published electronically in Nature, J.J. owes his vocal acuity to
FOXP2, which has a direct impact on the human ability to speak. Without it, J.J.
would not have enough control over his facial movements to call for the ball. This
disastrous lack of control might drop him to the level of the average Maryland
player.
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• Duke University Review
• Dreadful layout
• Idiotic Human interest
• No discussion of science beyond the trivial

•

Simple misreading of what the science says:

Even the BBC
• Except that:
• He didn’t cut oﬀ his finger, he cut oﬀ the very tip
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• I must be right!
• Oh, and E8 works because buried in it are bits that
we know are correct
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But it is really pretty!
• The root
diagram for
E8

• Mind you, it
is a 2-D
projection of
an 8-D object!

we know are correct

What do scientists want?
• Accuracy above all.
• Disclaimers if science is uncertain
• Abstract ideas vs concrete examples

So what do Journalists want?
• "If it bleeds, it leads": human interest
• 600 words or less, on deadline
• Good quotes "Corner piece in the jigsaw"
• What can be done?
• Science Media Centre

